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Dank: Foliage

Introduction
Dank: Foliage allows you to quickly and easily enhance and beautify your grass, flowers, plants, trees and other vegetation in your
scenes by creating beautiful new custom foliages to use on them.
Dank: Foliage allows you to do this by providing a collection of textures, shaders, materials, meshes, and mesh manipulation tools
for combining and altering and creating new combinations of foliage all packed into a clean, intuitive, and powerful interface for
doing exactly that.

Features
Clean, Simple, and Intuitive Workflow
"Dank: Foliage" was designed from the ground up with a custom User Interface intended to stream line the process of
asset creation and keeping assets and their dependencies organized.

Save / Load Configurations
Dank: Foliage allows you to save and load configurations for your foliage allowing you to come back later and make
modifications, or create derivatives of foliage you have already created.

Mesh Library
Dank: Foliage comes with a library of pre-made meshes to help you get started making your own custom foliage. The
library features everything from single leaf quads to full on multi-plane tree toppers.
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Material Library
Dank: Foliage comes with a library of ready to use Textures and Materials that allow start creating amazing looking foliage
right away.

Material Library Panel

Custom Foliage Shaders
"Dank: Foliage" comes with several custom designed foliage shaders to really help make your new foliage stand out. All
shaders were created with ASE and come with the ASE source.
Included Shaders:
Dank: Foliage Shader Lite
Dank: Foliage Shader Advanced
Dank: Foliage Low Poly Shader
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Texture Mask Generation
"Dank: Foliage" can generate black and white texture masks from your base textures with just a couple clicks.
These texture masks can be used in a variety of ways, but are most important when generating distance field
textures.

Atlas Generation
Dank: Foliage can automatically generate a texture atlas and new material for stamped foliages allowing them to be
rendered in a single draw call.

Distance Field Texture Generation
Dank: Foliage features the ability to generated signed distance fields from black and white masks( which Dank: Foliage
also generates, how nice). These distance fields can be used by “Dank: Foliage” shaders to achieve a variety of effects
including a very nice edge glow.
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Startup Window

Startup Window

When you first launch Dank: Foliage the startup window will appear. From here you can select to load an existing foliage
schematic, or create a new one.

Load Schematic Panel
The “Load Schematic” panel allows you to view a list of all your
schematics currently in your project, preview the details of them,
and load one for editing.
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Create Schematic Panel
The “Create New Schematic” panel allows you to….. you
guessed it, create a new schematic.

Fields
Name - Required
This is the name of the new schematic.
Creator
This is the name of you, or your company.
Description
This is a brief description of the asset to help yourself
and others if you decide to share it know more about it
without needing to actually load it up.
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Main Editor Window

Main Toolbar
File Menu
New Schematic
Takes you back to the main screen to create a new schematic.
Save
Saves your current schematic.
Save As
Save your current schematic as a specific file. Allows you to
create copies of existing schematics by saving them as new
files.

Help Menu
Unity Forum
Takes you to the Unity forum for Dank: Foliage.
Dank: Foliage Website
Takes you to the Dank: Foliage website.
630Studios Website
Takes you to the 630Studios website.
Online Documentation
Takes you to the online documentation for Dank: Foliage.
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Mesh Selection Panel
The “Mesh Selection Panel” allows you to add new Mesh Parts to your schematic from
existing GameObjects in your library. The mesh selection window breaks these meshes
down into various categories which you can switch from the drop down menu at the
top of the panel.

Mouse & Keyboard Controls
Left Click Library Item
Adds the mesh to the current schematic.
Right Click Library Item
Selects that GameObject in the Project View window.

Material Selection Panel
The material selection panel shows you all of the available materials you have.
The selection window breaks materials down up into categories that can be changed
from the drop down menu at the top of the panel.

Mouse and Keyboard Controls
Left Click Library Item
Adds the material to the currently editing part.
Right Click Library Item
Selects that Material in the Project View window.
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Preview Panel

The “Preview Panel” allows you to view the
Side Toolbar
output from the schematic you are currently
The side toolbar of the preview panel allows you to control various aspects of
working on. You are able to rotate, zoom and
the preview area ranging from the view style to the zoom level.
pan around the object, as well as adjust
Top View
several camera settings and toggle a ground
Sets the camera above the preview object looking down
plane on and off .
Bottom View
Sets the camera below the preview object looking up

Controls
Right Button +
Mouse Drag

Rotates the preview
camera around the
preview object.

Left Button +
Mouse Drag

Rotates the preview
camera around the
preview object.

Mouse Scrollwheel

Zooms the preview
camera in and out.

Left View
Sets the camera to left of the object looking at the look side.
Right View
Sets the camera to right of the object looking at the right side of object.
Front View
Resets the camera in front of the object looking at its face.
Back View
Sets the camera behind the object looking at the backside of it.
Reset View
Resets camera rotation and position to defaults.
Toggle Orthographic View
Toggles on and off orthographic view on the preview camera.
Toggle Wireframe
Toggles on and off wireframe view on the preview camera.
Toggle Ground Plane
Toggles on and off the ground plane display.
Screen Shot
Captures a screenshot from the current preview camera.
Live Preview
Toggles on and off the live preview of wind animations.
Settings
Opens the settings panel.
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Controls Panel

The Four Control Panels: Schematic Overview, Part Editor, and Stamp, and Settings

The “Controls Panel” is where you will spend most of your time when using Dank: Foliage and features three main sub-panels;
Overview, Part Editor, and Stamp.

Schematic Overview Panel

Schematic Overview Panel

The “Schematic Overview” panel allow you to view and edit the basic information about the schematic, as well as set “Post
Modifiers” to be applied to the schematics mesh once all the parts have been processed.
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Part Editor Panel

Part Editor Panel

Active Parts sub-panel
The “Active Parts” panel displays a list of all the currently active parts in
your schematic and allows you to select one for editing by clicking on one of
the entries in the list.

Controls
Left Click

Selects the part for editing.

Right Click

Brings up a context sensitive
menu with options to delete,
and reorder parts.

Active Material sub-panel
The Active Material panel displays the active material for the currently
selected part.

Controls
Left Click

Nothing

Right Click

Selects the material in your
project view window.

Position, Rotation, Scale
The “Active Parts” panel displays a list of all the currently active parts in
your schematic and allows you to select one for editing by clicking on one of
the entries in the list.

Fields
Position

Changes the final position of
the part in world space.

Rotation

Changes the final rotation (in
euler angles) of the part in
world space .

Scale

Changes the final scale of
the part.

Active Modifiers
This panel display the list of modifiers currently active on the part.
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Stamp Panel

Stamp Panel
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Settings Panel

Settings Panel
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Mesh Modifiers
Mesh Modifiers are at the heart of Dank: Foliage and what make magical things
happen.
Mesh Modifiers are used to do exactly what they sound like they do, modify a mesh.
Each mesh modifier does something specific, and can be configured with properties
specific to each action.
Mesh Modifiers are applied in a stack, with the output from one modifier being feed to
the input of the next modifier.

Current Mesh Modifiers
Adjust Normals
Linear Repeater
Move Rotate Scale
Radial Repeater
Recalculate
Twist Deformer
Vertex Color
Vertex Jitter
Vertex Welder

Linear Repeater
Linear Repeater creates duplicates of the mesh in a linear pattern. The
mesh is repeated a given number of times (Repeat Amount). Each new
copy is offset by the Step Offset a
 nd scaled by Step Scale.
A simple use for a L
 inear Repeater is to offset along the Y axis while
reducing the X and Z scale. This gives you a plant that gets smaller at
the top, like cartoon drawing of a pine tree.

Properties
Repeat Amount

Create this many copies.

Step Offset

Each new copy is shifted this distance in object
space. (You can think of this as a direction vector for
the Linear Repeater.)

Step Scale

Each new copy has this added to its scale. For
example, if your Step Scale i s [ 0.1, 0.0, 0.2 ] and
your R
 epeat Amount is 3, your 3 copies will be
scaled
[ 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 ], [ 1.1, 1.0, 1.2 ], and [1.2, 1.0, 1.4].
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Linear Repeater can translate and scale.
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Twist Deformer
Twist Deformer distorts the mesh into a spiral shape. It twists around
the Twist Axis, which can be X, Y, or Z.
Twist Per Step and Step Distance collectively control how fast the spiral
turns. For every Step Distance you travel along the Twist Axis, the mesh
will twist T
 wist Per Step degrees.
AT
 wist Per Step of 90 and Step Distance o
 f 2 means that every 2 units
the mesh will twist 90 degrees. This is exactly the same as a T
 wist Per
Step of 45 and Step Distance of 1.

Properties
Twist Axis

Twist around X, Y, or Z axis.

Twist Per Step

The spiral twists this many degrees every Step
Distance you travel along the Twist Axis. (Try making
Twists Per Step negative to change the direction of
the spiral.)

Step Distance

The spiral will twist Twist Per Step degrees over this
much distance. (If you make this approximately the
total size of your mesh along the Twist Axis, Twist
Per Step will be approximately the total twist applied
to the mesh, which is convenient.)

Make Twist Per Step negative to make T
 wist Deformer change direction.
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Move Rotate Scale
Move Rotate Scale a
 pplies a simple transformation to the mesh. It can
move, rotate, and scale. Move works almost exactly like adjusting a
transform’s position. Likewise, Rotate i s almost exactly like adjusting
rotation, and Scale is almost exactly like adjusting scale.
Perhaps more than any other, it matters what order this modifier is
applied. A common use is to put put M
 ove Rotate Scale above a R
 adial
Repeater, to control the tilt and positioning of leaves. It is important that
you put the M
 ove Rotate Scale a
 bove t he Radial Repeater. If it is b
 elow
the Radial Repeater it will move and scale the output of the repeater -basically doing the same thing as the Position, Rotation, and Scale
controls for that particular part, unless there are more modifiers below it.

Properties
Move

This is added to the mesh’s position, causing it to
translate.

Rotate

This is added to the mesh’s Euler angles, causing it
to rotate. (In degrees.)

Scale

The mesh’s scale is multiplied by this value. (This is
the way you’re used to scale working, probably.
Some other scale properties add instead of multiply,
but this one is normal.)

Feeding Move Rotate Scale into R
 adial Repeater makes a nice bowl.
Feeding R
 adial Repeater into Move Rotate Scale makes a lame tilted disk with lots of z-fighting.
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Vertex Color
Vertex Color simply sets the vertex color of the mesh to a single N
 ew
Color of your choosing.
Some shaders use vertex color to tint the mesh, but many just ignore it,
and a few, including Unity’s foliage shaders, use it for wind data.

Properties
New Color

The vertex color of every vertex in the mesh is set to
this color.

With a compatible shader, Vertex Color can be used to tint your foliage.
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Vertex Welder
Vertex Welder combines any vertices closer together than the M
 ax Vert
Distance into a single vertex. This can be used to optimize a mesh by
reducing vertex and triangle count.
It can also sometimes be used as a modelling tool, to stitch parts of a
mesh together. With a large M
 ax Vert Distance, it creates a sort of
simple low poly effect.
If Compare Normals is checked, it will only weld verts whose normals
are within N
 ormal Tolerance. If Compare UVs is checked it will only weld
verts whose UV0.xy coordinates are within Max UV Distance.
Vertex Welder does not check other UVs, vertex color, tangents, etc. In
fact, it wipes out a lot of this information right now. Vertex Color
modifiers, etc should go below Vertex Welders r ight now.

Properties
Max Vert Distance

Any verts closer together than this are combined
into one vertex.

Compare Normals

Enable/Disable Normal Tolerance.

Normal Tolerance

If the angle between the normals of two verts is
greater than this, they won’t combine.

Compare UVs

Enable/Disable Max UV Distance.

Max UV Distance

If the distance between the UV0.xy coordinates
(texture coordinates) of two verts is greater than
this, they won’t combine

Vertex Welder c loses small gaps in a mesh.
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Vertex Jitter
Vertex Jitter deforms the mesh by displacing each vertex a random
amount.

,

Min Jitter and M
 ax Jitter define the range each vertex can move. They
effectively define a box around each vertex where it is allowed to move.
AM
 in Jitter of [-0.01, -0.01, -0.01] and a Max Jitter o
 f [0.01, 0.01, 0.01]
means each vertex can move within a box 0.02 on a side, centered on
the vertex. It can move up to 0.01 on each axis in either direction.
AM
 in Jitter of [0, 0, 0] and a Max Jitter of [0, 0.5, 0] means each vertex
can only move straight up, a random distance between 0 and 0.5.
Seed is just the seed of the random number generator. If you apply
Vertex Jitter t o two identical meshes, and they have the same seed, they
will produce identical deformed meshes. Change S
 eed to avoid this.

Properties
Seed

The seed for the random number generator.

Min Jitter

The [Left, Bottom, Back] corner of the jitter
bounding box.

Max Jitter

The [Right, Top, Front] corner of the jitter bounding
box.

Vertex Jitter looks different if restricted to one axis.
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Radial Repeater
Radial Repeater creates duplicates of the mesh rotated around the origin
in a circular pattern. The mesh is repeated a given number of times
(Repeat Amount) around the Rotation Axis. Each new copy is rotated
Step Angle degrees, offset by the S
 tep Radial Offset and S
 tep Linear
Offset a
 nd scaled by Step Scale.

,

Many ground plants can be modelled with nothing but a Radial Repeater
and a M
 ove Rotate Scale. Use M
 ove Rotate Scale to position one leaf
correctly, then use R
 adial Repeater to make simple symmetrical leaf
bunches or more complex spiral growth.

Properties
Rotation Axis

Rotate around the X, Y, or Z axis. (Most plants will
use Y.)

Step Angle

Each new copy is rotated this many degrees
around the R
 otation Axis.

Repeat Amount

Create this many copies. (If Repeat Amount * Step
Angle = 360, your plant will be nice and
symmetrical.)

Step Radius Offset

Each new copy is shifted this distance away from
the rotation axis. This creates a spiral pattern.

Step Linear Offset

Each new copy is shifted this distance in object
space. (Most plants only will offset along the
Rotation Axis.)

Step Scale

Each new copy has this added to its scale. For
example, if your Step Scale i s [ 0.1, 0.0, 0.2 ] and
your R
 epeat Amount is 3, your 3 copies will be
scaled
[ 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 ], [ 1.1, 1.0, 1.2 ], and [1.2, 1.0, 1.4].

You can make all sorts of things with just a Move Rotate Scale a
 nd a Radial Repeater.
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Adjust Normals
Adjust Normals recalculates the mesh’s normals for a soft, smooth look
or a hard, faceted one.
The Hard N
 ormal Type gives each quad or triangle of the mesh their
own verts, and calculates a new normal pointing straight from the face.
This creates a low poly flat-shaded style, but it doesn’t reduce poly
count or make the mesh smaller -- because verts have to be duplicated
for each face that uses them, instead of shared between faces, meshes
with hard normals are actually a bit bigger.
The Soft Normal Type combines any verts that share a position, and
calculates a new normal for each based on the average normal of the
faces that use it. This creates a smoother transition between faces and
helps disguise your polygons. It can also make a mesh a little smaller by
combining verts.

Properties
Normal Type

Hard -- Creates unique verts for each face for flat,
polygonal, low poly-style normals.
Soft - - Creates shared verts wherever possible for
smooth normals and fewer verts.

Adjust Normals c an produce a nice low poly look.
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Recalculate
Recalculate r ecalculates various pieces of information that can be
damaged or removed by other nodes.
It can recalculate Normals, Tangents, or the bounding box of the mesh
(Bounds).

Properties
Bounds

Rebuild the bounding box of the mesh.

Normals

Rebuild the mesh’s normals.

Tangents

Rebuild the mesh’s tangents.

Recalculate d
 oesn’t look like much, but when you need it you need it.
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